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Abstract

Background – Metabolic syndrome is an important risk factor for non-communicable
diseases, particularly type 2 diabetes, coronary heart disease, and stroke. Long-term
exposure to greenspace could be protective of metabolic syndrome, but evidence for such
an association is lacking. Accordingly, we investigated the association between long-term
exposure to greenspace and risk of metabolic syndrome.

Methods – The present longitudinal study was based on data from four clinical
examinations between 1997 and 2013 in 6076 participants of the Whitehall II study, UK
(aged 45-69 years at baseline). Long-term exposure to greenspace was assessed by
satellite-based indices of greenspace including Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI) and Vegetation Continuous Field (VCF) averaged across buffers of 500 and 1000
meters surrounding the participants’ residential location at each follow-up. The
ascertainment of metabolic syndrome was based on the World Health Organization
(WHO) definition. Hazard ratios for the metabolic syndrome were estimated using Cox
proportional hazards regression models, controlling for age, sex, ethnicity, lifestyle
factors, and socioeconomic status.

Results - Higher residential surrounding greenspace was associated with lower risk of
metabolic syndrome. An interquartile range increase in NDVI and VCF in the 500 m
buffer was associated with 13% (95% confidence interval (CI): 1%, 23%) and 14% (95%
CI: 5%, 22%) lower risk of metabolic syndrome, respectively. Greater exposure to
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greenspace was also associated with each individual component of metabolic syndrome,
including a lower risk of high levels of fasting glucose, large waist circumference, high
triglyceride levels, low HDL cholesterol, and hypertension. The association between
residential surrounding greenspace and metabolic syndrome may have been mediated by
physical activity and exposure to air pollution.

Conclusions – The findings of the present study suggest that middle-aged and older adults
living in greener neighbourhoods are at lower risk of metabolic syndrome than those
living in neighbourhoods with less greenspace.
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Highlights


We investigated the longitudinal association between greenspace and risk of
metabolic syndrome.



More residential surrounding greenspace was associated with lower risk of
metabolic syndrome.



Our findings suggest that greenspace may protect cardio-metabolic health.

Capsule

Our findings suggested that long-term exposure to greenspace may play a role in the
prevention of metabolic syndrome in middle-aged and older adults, which could
subsequently reduce the burden of non-communicable diseases.
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Introduction

Non-communicable diseases (NCDs) such as cardiovascular conditions are the main
cause of death worldwide (World Health Organization, 2014) and a major contributor to
the global burden of disease in the older population (Prince et al., 2015). Metabolic
syndrome, a cluster of conditions including obesity, hypertension, and impairment of
lipids and glucose homeostasis (Galassi et al., 2006), is an important risk factor for NCDs,
particularly type 2 diabetes, coronary heart disease, and stroke.

Currently, over 70% of the European population lives in cities (Kotzeva et al., 2016),
where low levels of physical activity, sedentary behaviour, and exposure to air pollution,
noise, and heat may increase the risk of metabolic syndrome (den Braver et al., 2018; Eze
et al., 2015; Leal and Chaix, 2011; Matthiessen et al., 2018; Nieuwenhuijsen, 2018;
Wallwork et al., 2017). In addition, urban residents often have limited access to
greenspace, while recent studies have associated greenspace exposure with improved
physical health, including improved cardiovascular health (Fong et al., 2018; TwohigBennett and Jones, 2018). Exposure to greenspace could also be beneficial for metabolic
syndrome by providing opportunities for physical activity (Gong et al., 2014), fostering
social cohesion and support (Hong et al., 2018), reducing feelings of stress (Gong et al.,
2016), and mitigating exposure to air pollution (Dadvand et al., 2012) and noise
(Markevych et al., 2017).
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To our knowledge, no study to date has examined the longitudinal association between
greenspace exposure and the risk of metabolic syndrome. Several studies investigated the
association between greenspace exposure and individual components of metabolic
syndrome. For instance, a recent systematic review found a significant association
between greenspace and a decreased risk of diabetes in a meta-analysis of 6 longitudinal
studies (Twohig-Bennett and Jones, 2018). In addition, several, mainly cross-sectional,
studies investigated the association between greenspace and objectively-measured
weight, although the findings were inconsistent (Michael et al., 2014; Sarkar, 2017;
Villeneuve et al., 2018). However, longitudinal studies providing comparable evidence
for the association with all individual components of the metabolic syndrome and studies
on middle-aged and older adults are scarce.

The aim of the present study was to investigate the association between long-term
exposure to greenspace and the risk of metabolic syndrome in middle-aged and older
adults.

Material and Methods

Study population and setting
The Whitehall II study started in 1985 with 10 308 civil servants aged 35 to 55 years from
20 government departments in London, UK. The participants are invited for medical
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examinations and questionnaires every five years, irrespective of participation in previous
follow-ups unless they had withdrawn from the study permanently. The present study
period covered 15 years with data collection in 1997-1999, 2002-2004, 2007-2009, and
2012-2013. We included participants with data on metabolic syndrome and covariates for
at least one follow-up and who lived in England, Scotland, or Wales (Figure S1); for a
comparison between the included and excluded participants, see Table S1. In addition,
we excluded participants with metabolic syndrome at their first measurement (n=302).
Ethics approvals were received from the University College London Medical School
Committee on the ethics of human research. Participants gave written informed consent
for each follow-up.

Exposure assessment

We assessed outdoor greenspace surrounding the residential location of each participant
at each follow-up (i.e. four repeated measures of greenspace for each participant). The
residential location at each follow-up was geocoded based on the centroid of the
participant’s postcode at that follow-up. The data on the postcodes’ centroids were
obtained from the postcode directory of the corresponding year, provided by the Office
for National Statistics (Office for National Statistics, 2017). A postcode held a median
number of 14 (interquartile range (IQR): 20) households and 33 (IQR: 47) residents in
2011 (Office for National Statistics, 2013).
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We applied two satellite-based indicators of outdoor greenspace. The Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is an indicator of greenspace based on land surface
reflectance of visible (red) and near-infrared parts of spectrum. It ranges between −1 and
1 with higher values indicating more greenspace (i.e. photosynthetically active
vegetation). The Vegetation Continuous Fields (VCF) is an estimate of the percentage of
land (in each image pixel) covered by woody vegetation with a height of five meters or
higher (Hansen et al., 2003). The NDVI and VCF maps were derived from satellite images
obtained by the Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) onboard the
TERRA satellite and had a spatial resolution of 250 m by 250 m (Didan, 2015). All
images were obtained from the Data Pool website of the NASA Land Processes
Distributed Active Archive Center.

VCF images provided annual values. We downloaded the annual images of a relevant
year to each follow-up (Table S2). In contrast, NDVI images were obtained over periods
of 16 days. To take into account seasonal variability in greenspace, we downloaded
images that were obtained between May and June (i.e. a period of maximum vegetation
in our study region) and images obtained in December (i.e. a period of minimum
vegetation) of the relevant years to each follow-up (Table S2). For NDVI, we used an
average of the two estimates in the analyses.

Residential surrounding greenspace estimates were abstracted at each follow-up
separately across linear circular buffers of 500 m and 1000 m around the corresponding
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postcode centroid, consistent with our previous studies (de Keijzer et al., 2019, 2018).
Buffers smaller than 500 m were not possible due to the size of the postcode areas and
the resolution of the NDVI and VCF maps. We selected the 500 m buffer to represent the
immediate home surrounding environment, while the 1000 m buffer covered the general
walking distance to places nearby the home (Stockton et al., 2016). We also abstracted
NDVI and VCF estimates across the Lower layer Super Output Areas (LSOAs)
corresponding to the residential postcode at each follow-up. LSOAs are administrative
areas, created by grouping postcodes while considering proximity and social
homogeneity, and contain around 1,500 residents and 650 households (Office for
National Statistics, 2011; Stockton et al., 2016). To sum up, we abstracted estimates for
two vegetation indices at four follow-ups for three surfaces (two buffers and LSOA)
resulting in up to 24 exposure estimates per person.

Metabolic syndrome

We used the World Health Organization (WHO) definition of metabolic syndrome
(Balkau and Charles, 1999; Eze et al., 2015), indicated by the presence of high fasting
glucose (>6.1 mmol/L) or treatment for diabetes and two or more of the following: (1)
large waist circumference: ≥94 cm for men, ≥80 cm for women; (2) high serum
triglyceride level: ≥1.7 mmol/L, or treatment for dyslipidaemia; (3) low HDL cholesterol:
<0.9 mmol/L for men, <1.0 mmol/L for women, or treatment for dyslipidaemia; or (4)
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hypertension: systolic blood pressure (SBP) ≥140 or diastolic blood pressure (DBP) ≥90
mmHg, or use of antihypertensive medication.

For the measurement of triglycerides, HDL cholesterol, and fasting glucose, fasting blood
samples were taken and analyzed within 72 hours in a serum stored at 4ºC using
enzymatic calorimetric methods (Hamer et al., 2014). Blood pressure was measured in
sitting position after five minutes of rest using the Hawksley random-zero
sphygmomanometer

in

1997-1999

and

an

OMRON

HEM

907

digital

sphygmomanometer in 2002-2004, 2007-2009, and 2012-2013 (Abell et al., 2018). At
each follow-up, systolic and diastolic blood pressure were measured twice and the mean
was used in the analysis. Waist circumference was measured in a standing position at the
smallest circumference at or below the costal margin using a fibreglass tape measure at
600g tension (Singh-Manoux et al., 2014). Furthermore, participants reported their use of
antihypertensive, lipid-lowering, and diabetes medication at each follow-up.

Covariates

Participants’ demographic characteristics (age, sex, and ethnicity) were recorded.
Additionally, we collected two individual level (educational attainment and employment
grade) and two neighbourhood level (employment and income domains of the Index of
Multiple Deprivation (IMD)) indicators of socioeconomic status (SES). Data on lifestyle
factors were collected at each follow-up and included the intake of fruit and vegetables,
10

frequency of alcohol consumption, and smoking status. Lastly, rurality was assessed
using the population density in the LSOA. Further information on the collection of these
variables is given in the Supplement (S1).

Statistical analyses

Main analyses

We assessed the association between long-term exposure to greenspace and the risk of
developing metabolic syndrome using Cox proportional hazards regression models with
the follow-up time as the timescale. Entry time (time=0) was defined for each participant
as the time at their first medical examination over the follow-up. Exit time was defined
as the follow-up time at the first medical examination that identified metabolic syndrome
or censoring (i.e. participant did not develop metabolic syndrome by the end of the
follow-up, loss to follow-up, or death, whichever came first) (Dalton et al., 2016). The
association with greenspace was reported per IQR increase in average NDVI or VCF
based on all study participants. The analyses were adjusted for sex (male or female),
ethnicity (white or non-white), age (continuous in years), rurality (rural or not rural),
frequency of alcohol consumption (≥twice a day or less), smoking status (current, past,
or never), intake of fruit and vegetables (≥twice a day or less), educational attainment
(≤lower secondary school, higher secondary school, and ≥university), employment grade
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(administrative, professional and executive, and clerical), and country-specific tertiles of
income and employment scores of the IMD. Except for sex, ethnicity, and education, all
covariates were treated as time-varying variables. These confounders were selected a
priori based on similar studies (Dalton et al., 2016; Eze et al., 2015; Virtanen et al., 2017;
Wallwork et al., 2017). The model was not adjusted for factors that were suggested to be
on the pathway between greenspace exposure and metabolic syndrome such as physical
activity and air pollution (Dadvand et al., 2015; de Keijzer et al., 2018).

Further analyses

First, we investigated the association between greenspace and separate components of
metabolic syndrome. Second, we explored the robustness of our findings to the way
metabolic syndrome was defined by repeating the analyses defining metabolic syndrome
according to the American Heart Association (AHA) and National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute (NHLBI) criteria (Table S3) (Alberti et al., 2009; Bell et al., 2015;
Virtanen et al., 2017). Third, we repeated the analyses using only the summer estimates
of NDVI, representing the maximum greenness obtained from images from May-June.
Fourth, to assess the impact of missing covariate data, we used multiple imputation for
the missing covariate values. Multiple imputation was conducted by chained equations
carrying out 25 imputations with 10 cycles for each imputation that generated 25 complete
datasets (further information in Table S4).
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Fifth, we restricted the analysis to participants who had not changed postcode over the
study period (>62% of the study population) to evaluate the impact of moving. We
hypothesized that the association may have been affected by moving if, for instance,
participants with worse health moved to greener areas. Sixth, we repeated the main
analyses (i) excluding rural areas (because greater exposure misclassification could occur
in rural areas, which tend to have larger postcode areas), (ii) including only observations
from England (to test the influence of country), and (iii) excluding non-white participants
(to test the influence of ethnicity). We did not stratify the analyses based on rurality,
country, or ethnicity, because only a small number of study participants lived in rural
areas, lived in Wales or Scotland, or was non-white (Table 1). Furthermore, we further
adjusted for marital status (married/cohabiting or not), which was assessed by
questionnaire at each follow-up.

Last, we explored indication of mediation of the association between greenspace and
metabolic syndrome by two potential mediators for which we had data at each follow-up,
i.e. physical activity and air pollution, following the criteria of Baron and Kenny (Baron
and Kenny, 1986) (further information in the Supplement S2).

Stratified analyses
We explored variation in the association between greenspace and metabolic syndrome
across strata of sex and SES by stratifying the main analyses by these variables. The
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associations were reported per IQR calculated separately for each exposure and each
stratum.

Results

Our analyses included 6076 participants without metabolic syndrome at their first
measurement and with complete observations for metabolic syndrome and covariates in
at least one follow-up. Median follow-up time was 14.1 years (IQR: 6.3-14.6). The sociodemographic characteristics of the study participants are presented in Table 1. In total,
656 new cases of metabolic syndrome occurred over the study period (Figure 1). The
median residential surrounding greenspace was slightly higher at the last follow-ups
compared to the first follow-up (Table S5) and the estimates of NDVI and VCF were
positively correlated (Table S6).

(Table 1 here)

Main analyses

Higher residential surrounding greenspace was associated with lower risk of developing
metabolic syndrome (Table 2). One-IQR increase in NDVI in the 500 m buffer was
associated with a lower risk of metabolic syndrome of 13% (95% confidence interval
(CI): 1%, 23%) (Table 2, Model 3; Figure 2). We also observed a lower risk of metabolic
syndrome associated with NDVI in the 1000 m buffer and in the LSOA; however, these
14

associations did not attain statistical significance (Table 2, Model 3). Higher VCF was
also associated with lower risk of metabolic syndrome (Table 2). One-IQR increase in
VCF in the 500 m buffer was associated with a 14% (95% CI: 5%, 22%) lower risk of
metabolic syndrome (Table 2, Model 3; Figure 2). The minimally adjusted models (Model
1) and the models further adjusted for lifestyle factors (Model 2) showed similar
associations as the fully adjusted models (Model 3) (Table 2).
(Table 2 here)

Further analyses

Higher residential surrounding greenspace was associated with lower risk of all
components of metabolic syndrome (Table S7). Furthermore, the associations between
greenspace and metabolic syndrome were similar using the AHA/NHLBI definition of
metabolic syndrome (Table S8). However, no significant association between NDVI and
the risk of metabolic syndrome was found when using only the summer estimates of
NDVI (Table S9).

The associations did not change notably when multiple imputation was used for missing
covariate data, when excluding participants who changed postcode over the study period,
participants living in rural areas, or non-white participants, when including only
observations from England, or when adjusting for marital status (Table S10).
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Last, we found suggestions of mediation of the association between greenspace and
metabolic syndrome by physical activity and air pollution (Table S11). Increases in NDVI
were significantly associated with higher physical activity and lower air pollution and the
association between NDVI and metabolic syndrome attenuated when adjusting for
physical activity or air pollution (Table S11). For VCF, a significant association was only
found with air pollution, and the association between VCF and metabolic syndrome
attenuated when adjusting for air pollution (Table S11).

Stratified analyses

When stratified by sex, the associations between greenspace and metabolic syndrome
were slightly stronger among women than among men, although the confidence intervals
largely overlapped (Figure 3). No trend was observed when the analyses were stratified
by education; higher NDVI or VCF was associated with lower odds of metabolic
syndrome across all strata (Figure 3). However, for NDVI, there were indications for a
slightly stronger association among those in the middle educational group compared to
the lower and the highest educational group, while for VCF, there were suggestions for a
stronger association for those participants with the highest educational levels compared
to the lower and middle educational level (Figure 3). Furthermore, we did not observe a
clear trend when the analyses were stratified by tertiles of the IMD income domain
(Figure 3). However, the strongest association between greenspace and risk of metabolic
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syndrome was observed in participants living in areas with highest area deprivation
(Figure 3).

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first longitudinal study to investigate the association of longterm residential surrounding greenspace with the risk of metabolic syndrome. Our study
relied on four repeated measurements of metabolic syndrome over 15 years in a large,
well-established cohort, together with the characterization of residential surrounding
greenspace at each follow-up. We observed that higher residential surrounding
greenspace was associated with a lower risk of metabolic syndrome. The observed
associations were controlled for a wide range of potential confounders and were robust to
various sensitivity analyses. Physical activity and air pollution may have mediated the
associations. Furthermore, we observed suggestions for a stronger association between
greenspace and metabolic syndrome in women as compared to men.

The association between greenspace and metabolic syndrome was stronger when using
VCF estimates, indicating tree cover, than when using NDVI estimates; the association
between NDVI and metabolic syndrome was significant when using averaged winter and
summer estimates of NDVI in the 500 m buffer, but not when using NDVI estimates
obtained in the 1000 m buffer or LSOA or when using only the summer estimates. These
findings suggest that the distance to and type of greenspace may affect the association
17

with cardio-metabolic health. In addition, the difference between VCF and NDVI
estimates could also suggest a difference in built environment, which may also influence
the association with health.

Comparison with other studies

Although we did not find previous studies on the association between long-term
greenspace exposure and risk of metabolic syndrome, our results can be compared to two
cross-sectional studies which examined alternative indicators of cardio-metabolic risk,
namely the count of six cardiometabolic risk factors (hypertension, high waist
circumference, low HDL cholesterol, raised triglycerides level, and raised fasting plasma
glucose level) (Paquet et al., 2013) and a metabolic cluster score (calculated as the sum
of the z-scores of the measurements of body fat percentage, fasting glucose, HDL
cholesterol level, triglycerides level, and systolic blood pressure) (Dengel et al., 2009).
Apart from different outcomes and study design, our study and the two cross-sectional
studies also differed in the indicator of greenspace exposure and study population. Our
study is on middle-aged and older adults from the UK aged 45 years and over, while the
other studies included Australian adults aged 18 years and older (Paquet et al., 2013) or
American adolescents aged 10 to 16 years old (Dengel et al., 2009). However, all three
studies showed a protective association between long-term greenspace exposure and their
indicator of cardio-metabolic risk. Similar to our study, the Australian study found an
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association between higher greenness of public open spaces (as assessed by NDVI) within
1000-m from participants’ residential locations and a lower number of cardio-metabolic
risk factors in 3754 adults (Paquet et al., 2013). The American study observed that more
land use dedicated to parks within the residential neighbourhood was associated with a
lower metabolic cluster score in 188 adolescents, although the association did not reach
statistical significance (p=0.07) (Dengel et al., 2009).

In addition, several studies investigated the association between greenspace and
individual components of the metabolic syndrome, but studies on middle-to-older adults
are scarce. The findings of our current study suggest that increases in NDVI and VCF
were associated with a decreased risk of fasting glucose or diabetes, large waist
circumference, high triglyceride level, low HDL cholesterol, and hypertension among
adults aged 45 to 69 years old at baseline. These findings are in line with previous studies
that observed that increases in NDVI were associated with a lower risk of developing
diabetes in a longitudinal study among 380,738 Canadians aged 45 to 84 years old (Clark
et al., 2017) and with lower odds of diabetes, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia in a crosssectional study of 249,405 US Medicare beneficiaries (Brown et al., 2016). Such
protective associations between long-term greenspace exposure and individual
components of metabolic syndrome have also been observed in studies using alternative
methods for exposure assessment. An increase in the proportion of land in the
neighbourhood covered by greenspace was associated with a lower incidence of diabetes
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in a longitudinal study of 23,865 individuals aged 40 to 79 years from the UK (Dalton et
al., 2016) and with reduced likelihood of overweight, obesity, and diabetes in two crosssectional studies of over 245,000 Australian adults aged 45 years and older (Astell-Burt
et al., 2014a, 2014b). Furthermore, an increase in self-reported park use was associated
with lower odds of BMI-defined obesity and high fasting glucose level, but not with high
total cholesterol levels or hypertension, in a longitudinal study of adults aged 45 to 72
years from Lithuania (Tamosiunas et al., 2014).

As there is no consensus on the definition of metabolic syndrome yet, we used the two
most frequently used definitions to explore the robustness of our findings against the
definition of metabolic syndrome. The results were generally consistent, although the
strongest associations were found with the WHO definition of metabolic syndrome. This
finding is in agreement with the findings of a cross-sectional study from Switzerland that
investigated the association between air pollution and these two definitions of the
metabolic syndrome, and also found the strongest association with the WHO-definition
(Eze et al., 2015).

In our study, there was some indication of a stronger association between greenspace and
metabolic syndrome among women compared to men. This finding is in agreement with
a cross-sectional Australian study that found an association between residential
surrounding greenspace and overweight and obesity among women, but not among men
(Astell-Burt et al., 2014a). Other earlier studies also suggested that the association
20

between greenspace exposure and health may be modified by sex and have provided
various explanations. For instance, women may spend more time in the residential
neighbourhood than men, and thus be more exposed to neighbourhood greenspace (de
Keijzer et al., 2019). Another explanation may be that the use of greenspace may differ
between men and women, as men may engage in more vigorous physical activity in parks
than women (Cohen et al., 2007).

Furthermore, the association between greenspace and health has been suggested to vary
by SES (Gascon et al., 2015; Maas et al., 2009), although not all studies observed this
effect modification. A potential explanation of these inconsistent results is that the
modifying effect of SES differs by study region, health outcome, and greenspace
indicator, and in each situation, different underlying mechanisms may be at play, which
may be affected differently by SES. In our study, stratified analysis did not show a clear
trend across strata of SES. Our findings are in line with a previous longitudinal study
from the UK of a cohort of 23,865 adults aged 40 to 79 years, which found SES not to
modify the association between the amount of greenspace in the neighbourhood (assessed
using a land cover map) and incident diabetes (Dalton et al., 2016).

Potential underlying mechanisms

Several mechanisms have been proposed for the association between greenspace
exposures and health that could also apply to such an association with metabolic
21

syndrome (Markevych et al., 2017). First, some studies found higher levels of physical
activity in neighbourhoods with more greenspace (Gong et al., 2014), and physical
activity is known to reduce the risk of metabolic syndrome (He et al., 2014). Our findings
suggested mediation by physical activity of the association between NDVI and metabolic
syndrome. However, the assessment of physical activity was based on self-reported levels
of overall physical activity and data on where physical activity was undertaken were not
available (i.e. physical activity in or near greenspace or not). Second, exposure to
greenspace could reduce the risk of metabolic syndrome by reducing exposure to air
pollution (Dadvand et al., 2012; Eze et al., 2015). Our findings support mediation by air
pollution of the association of NDVI and VCF with metabolic syndrome, although our
exposure assessment of air pollution was limited to modelled PM10 with a coarse spatial
resolution. In addition to air pollution, other urban stressors such as noise may also be
important mechanisms underlying the association between long-term greenspace
exposure and health, but we did not have data on these stressors in our study. Furthermore,
exposure to greenspace could reduce stress (Gong et al., 2016), which, in turn, could
decrease the risk of metabolic syndrome (Bergmann et al., 2014). Moreover, exposure to
greenspace has been reported to foster social support and cohesion (Hong et al., 2018),
while better social support has been associated with a lower risk of metabolic syndrome
(Yang et al., 2013). Further longitudinal research is needed to investigate mediation by
these and other factors.
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Limitations

Our study had some limitations. First, women and ethnic minorities are underrepresented
in the Whitehall II study which might influence the generalisability of our findings. In
addition, participants excluded from the analyses were different from those included in
the analyses. Selection bias is, however, an unlikely explanation for the present findings
as exclusions were mainly due to missing covariates and analyses using multiple
imputation for these missing values showed similar results.

Second, our exposure assessment was limited to the assessment of greenspace using
satellite-based vegetation indices. This enabled us to take into account small greenspace
in a standardized way, but could not provide any information on the type, quality, or use
of the greenspace. Moreover, our exposure assessment was limited to residential
exposure, while participants might have spent time at other locations such as the
workplace. However, many study participants retired during the study period and, in
general, older adults tend to be more bound to their direct neighborhood environment
(Yen et al., 2009).

Finally, the use of postcode centroids might have led to exposure misclassification,
particularly in large postcode areas. However, large postcode areas are more common in
rural areas, and our findings did not change notably when excluding these areas.
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Conclusions

In a longitudinal study of an ageing population, we observed that greater long-term
exposure to residential surrounding greenspace was associated with a lower risk of
developing metabolic syndrome over the 15-year course of the study. Prevention of
metabolic syndrome could subsequently reduce the burden of NCDs, which is one of the
main public health priorities of the 21st century (Galassi et al., 2006; Prince et al., 2015;
World Health Organization, 2014). If confirmed by future studies, our findings suggest
that greenspace could play a role in the improvement of the neighbourhood environment
and the reduction of burden of metabolic syndrome and hence NCDs. Future studies are
needed to replicate our findings in other settings and climates and to investigate the
underlying mechanisms of the association. In addition, our finding that the association
with health was stronger with tree cover than overall vegetation cover (i.e. NDVI)
provides ground for further research to identify characteristics of greenspace that could
most strongly reduce the risk of the metabolic syndrome.
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Tables

Table 1. Descriptive characteristics of participants and new cases of metabolic
syndrome per follow-up
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Variable
Participants; N

1997-1999

2002-2004

2007-2009

2012-2013

5522

5206

4575

3789

54.7 (50.5-60.7)

60.0 (56.0-66.0)

64.6 (60.7-70.6)

68.3 (64.6-74.0)

Sex; N(%) male

4032 (73.0)

3799 (73.0)

3360 (73.4)

2794 (73.7)

Ethnicity; N(%) white

5153 (93.3)

4852 (93.2)

4299 (94.0)

3601 (95.0)

Education; N(%) ≤Ordinary

1946 (35.2)

1805 (34.7)

1538 (33.6)

1251 (33.0)

0.06 (0.03-0.11)

0.06 (0.03-0.11)

0.06 (0.03-0.10)

0.06 (0.03-0.10)

314 (5.7)

298 (5.7)

240 (5.3)

202 (5.3)

2183 (39.5)

2169 (41.7)

1898 (41.5)

2284 (60.3)

532 (9.6)

378 (7.3)

234 (5.1)

111 (2.9)

5401 (97.8)

5063 (97.3)

4421 (96.6)

3659 (96.6)

424 (7.7)

542 (10.4)

521 (11.4)

419 (11.1)

0 (0)

264 (5.1)

219 (4.8)

173 (4.6)

Age; M (Q1 – Q3) years

secondary school
Area income deprivation ;
M(Q1 – Q3)
Alcohol consumption; N(%) ≥2
day
Fruit and vegetable intake;
N(%) ≥2 a day
Smoking status; N(%) current
Country; N(%) England
Rurality; N(%) rural
New cases of metabolic
syndrome; N(%)
Note: data are presented as median (M) and first quartile (Q1) - third quartile (Q3) or number of
participants (N) and percentage (%).
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1

Table 2. Hazard ratios (95% confidence interval) of metabolic syndrome associated with an interquartile-range increase in residential

2

surrounding greenspace (NDVI or VCF).

Vegetation Model
index
NDVI
1

VCF

500 m buffer
IQR
Hazard ratio

1000 m buffer
IQR
Hazard ratio

IQR

0.16

0.15

0.18

0.88 (0.79, 0.97)*

0.90 (0.81, 0.99)*

LSOA
Hazard ratio
0.89 (0.80, 0.99)*

2

0.88 (0.80, 0.98)*

0.90 (0.81, 1.00)

0.90 (0.81, 1.01)

3

0.87 (0.77, 0.99)*

0.90 (0.79, 1.01)

0.91 (0.79, 1.03)

1

9.4

0.84 (0.77, 0.93)*

8.7

0.83 (0.76, 0.92)*

10.1

0.81 (0.73, 0.90)*

2

0.85 (0.77, 0.93)*

0.84 (0.76, 0.93)*

0.82 (0.74, 0.91)*

3

0.86 (0.78, 0.95)*

0.85 (0.77, 0.94)*

0.83 (0.75, 0.92)*

3

Note: All results from Cox Proportional Hazard models. Model (1): minimally adjusted model, adjusted for age, sex, and ethnicity; Model (2): Model (1) + alcohol

4

consumption, fruit and vegetable consumption, and smoking; Model (3): fully adjusted model, Model (2) + individual socioeconomic status (education and employment

5

grade), and neighbourhood socioeconomic status (income and employment deprivation). IQR, interquartile range; NDVI, Normalized Difference Vegetation Index; VCF,

6

Vegetation Continuous Fields.
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7

Figures

8

Figure 1. Flow chart study population

9

10

Note: MetS = metabolic syndrome
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11

Figure 2. Survival functions of metabolic syndrome by level of greenspace (the first

12

quartile of NDVI or VCF in the 500 m buffer compared to the third quartile)
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16

14

Figure 3. Hazard ratios (95% confidence interval) of metabolic syndrome associated

15

with an interquartile-range increase in residential surrounding greenspace (NDVI or

16

VCF in the 500 m buffer, 1000 m buffer, or LSOA) in stratified analyses (A. sex, B.

17

education, and C. area income deprivation)

18

Note: All results from Cox Proportional Hazard models adjusted for age, sex, ethnicity, rurality, alcohol

19

consumption, fruit and vegetable consumption, smoking, individual socioeconomic status (education and

20

employment grade), and neighbourhood socioeconomic status (income and employment deprivation);

21

NDVI, Normalized Difference Vegetation Index; VCF, Vegetation Continuous Fields.
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